As the new superintendent of Cuyahoga Valley National Park, I’ve been humbled by the warm welcome I’ve received over these past several months. The partnerships among park staff, the Conservancy, volunteers, our community, and donors are truly remarkable, and I look forward to continuing and strengthening our work together.

This past year has been one of planning and preparation. We’ve set the stage for several trail projects outlined in the 2013 Trail Management Plan, including new off-road bicycle trails and trail restoration work. The Conservancy’s support has helped move these plans forward by coordinating trail volunteers and funding a mountain bike trail consultant through distributions from the TRAILS FOREVER Legacy Fund.

The National Park Service is also getting ready for an exciting centennial celebration in 2016, so you can look forward to a nationwide campaign highlighting our national parks.

The future is bright! We look forward to continuing our work with the Conservancy and its supporters to protect and preserve our national park.
A LETTER from the CEO & BOARD CHAIR

> The trails of Cuyahoga Valley National Park are the primary way to access its treasures. With that in mind, we invite you to join us on a hike through the past year, exploring the Conservancy programs and projects that you support.

The trail of this past year includes several noteworthy stops:

> In 2014, we celebrated the 20th anniversary of the Cuyahoga Valley Environmental Education Center. Over 100,000 youth have been introduced to their national park through CVEEC programs.

> The restoration of Trail Mix Boston signifies our continued commitment to preserving the rich history of the Cuyahoga Valley. This centrally located shop in the Village of Boston serves as a gathering space for park visitors.

> Through the TRAILS FOREVER initiative, we continue to partner with the National Park Service for projects that maintain, preserve, and enhance CVNP’s trails. This year, we laid the groundwork for several important projects in the months and years to come.

> In 2014, we kicked off fundraising efforts for a proposed new central visitor center in the Village of Boston.

We continue to work toward the goals outlined in our Strategic Plan to welcome new members, grow our fundraising capacity, strengthen our programs, and engage with our community. Of course, as we grow and expand our reach, we always strive to maintain the quality of core Conservancy operations.

To our outgoing board members Gayle Agahi, Dick Ainsworth, Greg Kall, Chuck Miakar, and April Walton, thank you for your passion and commitment over the years. We’re also grateful for our close partners in the National Park Service, including Superintendent Craig Kenkel and the rest of the park staff with whom we work every day.

The path ahead has plenty of curves and hills, and we look forward to sharing each step with you. Happy trails!

Deb Yandala
Chief Executive Officer

Lee Chilcote
Chair
Fall 2012: Project planning and design begins.

Spring 2013: Fundraising kicks off.

Summer 2013: Restoration of the wood-frame garage behind Trail Mix Boston is completed.

Winter 2014: Construction on the main façade, wooden porch, and patio begins, continuing through the chilly spring weather.

May 9, 2014: The restored Trail Mix Boston reopens!
Doug and Noreen Powers loved seeing the restoration of Trail Mix Boston during their bike trips on the Towpath.

The Towpath Trail bustles year-round with bikers, runners, and hikers.

TOWPATH TRAIL

> The Towpath Trail bustles year-round with bikers, runners, and hikers.

The backbone of Cuyahoga Valley National Park, it leads visitors through forests and fields—and gives them a glimpse of the park’s rich history.

Noreen and Doug Powers bike the Towpath Trail nearly every week during the summer. Their favorite way to start the day is by hopping on the trail to grab breakfast in Peninsula.

Along the trail is one of the Towpath landmarks: the historic Village of Boston. As Doug and Noreen enter the village, they say, “It’s like going back in time.”

Here, you can experience the historic streetscape much as it appeared 100 years ago.

As you enter the village from the south, the Boston Store Visitor Center greets you, along with M.D. Garage, a preserved 1940s gas station. Crossing Boston Mills Road, you’ll spot the park’s Volunteer Center, which the Conservancy restored in 2009 in partnership with the NPS. A little farther north is the Stanford House, a gorgeous lodging space the Conservancy renovated in 2011.

Now, Trail Mix Boston, one of the Conservancy’s two retail shops, can be counted among the restored buildings in the village.

Noreen and Doug are two of the donors who made the Trail Mix Boston project possible. “We wanted to donate to something you could see,” said Noreen—and you certainly can see the changes that restore the building’s historic and architectural character.

“It’s like going back in time.”

The project included reconstructing the classic rectangular façade and wooden porch, adding a stone patio and wheelchair-accessible ramp, and rebuilding the wood-frame garage.

“As we rode our bikes on the Towpath, it was so much fun to see Trail Mix Boston in progress,” said Doug. From the trail, they watched everything from the removal of the old cement porch to the final touches of paint.

Since its original construction over a century ago, the Trail Mix Boston building has served as a place for viewing motion pictures, a post office, and a general store. Residents gathered here to laugh with friends, send love letters, or pick up a dozen eggs.

Now, with the help of 47 donors, as well as major support from Doug and Noreen Powers, the Jean Thomas Lambert Foundation, the Katherine & Lee Chilcote Foundation, and Ohio & Erie Canalway Association, future generations can continue to experience this restored gem in our national park’s cultural history.
May:
Trail internships begin. Spring storms cause heavy damage to trails, requiring trail closures and serious repair.

June:
Continue clean-up work from spring flooding. Identify and clear fallen or dying trees from trails. Master safety precautions.

July:
Get familiar with trail equipment, like steamrollers and wood chippers. Shadow expert park staff on the job.

August:
Control invasive species in Terra Vista Natural Study Area. Perform regular trail maintenance.

September:
Wrap up internships. Bring new experience back to school!
fallen trees, and made sure the trails were in good shape all summer.

Aaron Kline, another intern, talked about keeping the park’s trails safe. For example, “You want to make sure you remove any dangerous trees,” he said. “You don’t want limbs to fall into the trail and hurt somebody.”

Clint Belcher, a trail crew member and intern supervisor, said, “While the interns were giving us much needed help on trails, they also gained experience and knowledge of our sustainable trail guidelines. They were able to network with other areas of the park such as resource management to gain knowledge in those areas as well.”

Being an intern in a national park means you have plenty of places to explore on your free time, too. Kelli’s favorite trail was Tree Farm Trail, with its distinctive rows of Christmas trees opposite a hardwood forest.

“The trails will be closed unless we get out there,” she said. “There are just so many trails to experience!”

Today, there are more than 100 miles of trails in CVNP—and counting. Beyond funding trail interns, the TRAILS FOREVER Legacy Fund has funded rehabilitation for many of these trails, as well as trail crew positions and maintenance. The Fund’s $10 million goal will ensure that future generations of trail enthusiasts—like Kelli—can continue to support a world-class trail system in the Cuyahoga Valley.
Day 1:
Learn to identify birds in the wild using binoculars and field guides. Take a night hike in the moonlight.

Day 2:
Travel the trails in the Cuyahoga River watershed. See which birds live in different habitats. Simulate bird migration across the CVEEC campus.

Day 3:
Test water quality in the Cuyahoga. Connect river health to bird health.

Day 3: (cont.)
Collect bird data at the Beaver Marsh. Present data from the week as art or theatre.

Day 4:
Discuss the future of birds in CVNP. Receive a Jr. Ranger badge during the Closing Ceremony.
Sixth-grader Jude stands on Ponds Trail at the Cuyahoga Valley National Park (CVNP), looking through a pair of binoculars.

He’s trying to identify a bird nearby. “It’s blue, with some black and white marks!” he exclaims. “And it has a pointy head, and a black beak.”

The blue jay flies away, but not before Jude has identified it with help from a park ranger. He runs up the trail to confirm his findings on an iPad and enter it into the CVEEC’s data collection website.

This budding Soar into Science program, one of several residential programs, brings youth of all backgrounds to the CVEEC. There, the trails of the national park provide a gateway for learning about the birds of northeast Ohio. Children also use the trails for a place-based learning experience exploring human impact on the environment and the interconnectedness of natural systems.

The program emerged in the fall of 2012 to meet new science standards for data collection and analysis. Soar into Science makes it easier for teachers to incorporate these education goals and gives students a unique outdoor learning opportunity.

“At Soar into Science, children can connect to the natural world while doing academic work,” said Stacey Heffernan, director of the CVEEC. “They have fun while learning! The residential program encourages social and emotional growth as well.”

“The most important thing to being a scientist is just to observe.”

During his week in the national park, Jude used the CVEEC’s trails to learn about bird anatomy, behavior, and identification first-hand. He also learned about sustainability in the Cuyahoga River watershed.

“The most important thing to being a scientist is just to observe,” said Jude.

By counting bird species in one area and comparing that data with birds on different trails and from different days, Jude can spot trends and make connections—just like a real scientist.

After the four-day program ends, teachers bring back a bin of binoculars, field guides, and book lists to their classroom. With these supplies, Jude and his fellow students continue learning and growing.

Last year, Jude was one of nearly 10,000 students to attend programs at the CVEEC. The Conservancy operates the CVEEC in partnership with NPS and raises scholarship funds to ensure that students like Jude can experience their national park first-hand.
Brittany and Steve Krajewski were married at Happy Days Lodge with a dazzling winter ceremony. Photo by Ken Love Photography.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

**Top Left:**
Children at Jr. Ranger Day Camp, a program of the Cuyahoga Valley Environmental Education Center. Photo by Melanie Nesteruk.

**Top Right:**
Volunteers at a Day of Service plant trees to celebrate Earth Day. At five Days of Service throughout the year, volunteers help maintain trails, remove invasive species, plant native trees and wildflowers, and pick up litter. Photo by NPS DJ Reiser.

**Top Right: (cont.)**

**Bottom Left:**
Park visitors enjoy a relaxing evening of chamber music at Music By Nature, a summer concert series in Happy Days Lodge.

**Bottom Right:**
Brittany and Steve Krajewski were married at Happy Days Lodge with a dazzling winter ceremony. Photo by Ken Love Photography.
CONSERVANCY ACCOMPLISHMENTS

**100,000+ youth** have attended programs at the CVEEC since it opened 20 years ago.*

**16,000 native plants** were nurtured in CVNP’s native plant nursery by park volunteers.*

**10,293 visitors** attended cultural arts events in CVNP this year, including Lyceum lectures, Cuyahoga Valley Photographic Society events, and Heritage Series, Music in the Meadow, and Music By Nature concerts. *

**9,886 children & adults** experienced nature at CVEEC programs, including the residential All the Rivers Run program, summer camps, Jr. Ranger programs, Soar into Science, Environmental Education Academy, and more.*

**8,275 Mitchell’s ice cream cups** were sold at Trail Mix Peninsula or Trail Mix Boston, with Black Raspberry Chocolate Chunk the top flavor.

**5,682 volunteers** donated 208,858 hours to their national park.*

**1,766 students** received scholarships this year to attend programs operated by the CVEEC.*

**705 donors** attended Elevation and Topography to support TRAILS FOREVER.

**154 meetings & retreats** were held at the Hines Hill Conference Center and Happy Days Lodge for corporate and non-profit groups.

**81 couples** tied the knot in CVNP this year in one of the park’s Extraordinary Spaces, up from 50 weddings last year.

**52% of products** sold at Trail Mix stores were made in the United States. 34% of Trail Mix products were made locally.

**5 countries** were represented by guests of the Music in the Meadow concert during the Gay Games 9, including Israel, Germany, Norway, and China, in addition to the U.S.*

**1 mountain bike trail consultant** was funded by TRAILS FOREVER Legacy Fund distributions to evaluate new off-road bicycle trails in CVNP.

* Partnership program of the Conservancy and the National Park Service
Left: In areas where failing dams were removed, park staff and volunteers have planted native wildflowers and grasses, including aster, milkweed, vervain, and goldenrod.

Top Right: At the renovated Canal Exploration Center, visitors can navigate a canal boat through a lock using touch-screens, eavesdrop on canal conversations, and more.

Bottom Right: Park trail crews and volunteers helped maintain and repair trails all across the park. Photo by NPS DJ Reiser.

Our Partners: Cuyahoga Valley Scenic Railroad and Countryside Conservancy are key partners who join us in providing program support for Cuyahoga Valley National Park.
CVNP’s volunteer program is co-managed by the Conservancy and NPS and brings volunteers of all ages to the park.

CVNP ACCOMPLISHMENTS

1 historic canal, the Ohio & Erie Canal, was dredged to remove accumulated debris and allow a free flow of water into the centuries-old channel.

1 wooden deck on Virginia Kendall Lake was replaced, allowing park visitors to safely experience the lake and its historic structures.

5 dams were removed by NPS maintenance staff due to deterioration: Heartbreak, Fink, Oscada, Pittenger, and Harpham dams. Resource Management staff and volunteers have begun planting native wildflowers, trees, and grasses to revegetate the areas.

110 Adopt-a-Trail monthly trail sweeps were performed this year throughout the park. During a trail sweep, volunteers pick up litter, trim branches, clear culverts, and report trail conditions.

200 feet of trail were rerouted on Langes Run this summer to avoid future flooding and washouts.

285 trail maintenance projects helped improve 10,864 square feet of trail in CVNP, including new drainage features, elevated stone crossings, staircases, trail resurfacing, and more.

3,150 feet of trail at the CVEEC were repaved with permeable asphalt, which allows water to soak into the ground and prevents harmful runoff.

1 historic canal, the Ohio & Erie Canal, was dredged to remove accumulated debris and allow a free flow of water into the centuries-old channel.

1 wooden deck on Virginia Kendall Lake was replaced, allowing park visitors to safely experience the lake and its historic structures.

5 dams were removed by NPS maintenance staff due to deterioration: Heartbreak, Fink, Oscada, Pittenger, and Harpham dams. Resource Management staff and volunteers have begun planting native wildflowers, trees, and grasses to revegetate the areas.

110 Adopt-a-Trail monthly trail sweeps were performed this year throughout the park. During a trail sweep, volunteers pick up litter, trim branches, clear culverts, and report trail conditions.

200 feet of trail were rerouted on Langes Run this summer to avoid future flooding and washouts.

285 trail maintenance projects helped improve 10,864 square feet of trail in CVNP, including new drainage features, elevated stone crossings, staircases, trail resurfacing, and more.

3,150 feet of trail at the CVEEC were repaved with permeable asphalt, which allows water to soak into the ground and prevents harmful runoff.

19,092 park users visited the newly reopened Canal Exploration Center this year to discover new multimedia and interactive exhibits about the Canal Era in the Cuyahoga Valley.

185,912 train riders enjoyed a trip on the Cuyahoga Valley Scenic Railroad.

$1 million worth of local fruits, vegetables, and more was sold this year at the Countryside Farmers’ Market, which is run by Countryside Conservancy. The market also celebrated its 10th anniversary in 2014.

8,000 railroad ties & 3 railway bridges were replaced on the Cuyahoga Valley Scenic Railroad to ensure safe and secure passage for rail passengers.
### Total Revenue & Expense

**Revenue**
- CVEEC (Net of $150,835 Scholarships) $703,054
- Extraordinary Spaces $332,130
- Retail $306,386
- Other Program Revenue $103,701

**Expense**
- NPS Program Support $316,690
- Investment $115,784

**Total Revenue | $3,779,145**

*Total revenue includes unrestricted, temporarily restricted and permanently restricted funds.*

---

**Donations (50%)**
- Individuals $970,747
- Foundations $689,260
- Corporations $241,393

**Earned Income (38%)**
- CVEEC (Net of $150,835 Scholarships) $703,054
- Extraordinary Spaces $332,130
- Retail $306,386
- Other Program Revenue $103,701

**Other (12%)**
- NPS Program Support $316,690
- Investment $115,784

**Total Expense | $3,301,769**
FISCAL YEAR 2014

The Conservancy continued its solid record of financial performance this past year, moving from $3.3 to $3.8 million in total revenues from FY13 to FY14, an increase of 14%.

Highlights of growth:

- A 577% or $300,000 increase in TRAILS FOREVER contributions, driven in large part by a significant $250,000 gift.
- A 21% or $87,000 increase in membership revenue.
- A 6% or $27,000 increase in revenue achieved from special fundraising events Topography, Elevation, and Clambake.
- A 4% or $12,000 increase in revenue achieved in the Extraordinary Spaces facility rental and catering program.

The Conservancy concluded a successful capital campaign for the restoration of Trail Mix Boston, raising an additional $19,000 in FY14. This contribution brought the total funds raised to $74,000 over two years for architectural and accessibility improvements to the property.

A $368,000 net increase in growth of the Conservancy’s TRAILS FOREVER Legacy Fund was achieved in FY14, the most significant annual growth since its inception in 2009. Total fund balance at FY14 end is $893,000 in cash, plus $380,000 in known planned gift commitments.

Operating expenses of the Conservancy exceeded Unrestricted Operating Revenues for FY14, reflecting long-term investments in organizational capacity. The operating deficit was $18,000 or 0.5% of the Conservancy’s annual $3.3 million Unrestricted Operating Revenues.

The Conservancy strives to keep administrative and fundraising expenses as low as possible, and to expend our valuable financial resources by supporting the national park with funding and delivery of high-quality programs and services that benefit national park users.

Our complete audited financial statement for FY14 ending August 31, 2014 can be found on our website at www.conservancyforcvnp.org/about/financials.

Ledges Trail

A year-round favorite, this 2.2 mile loop trail features hemlocks and yellow birches and the giant rock garden of the Ritchie Ledges. Many park visitors enjoy watching the sunset at the west-facing Ledges Overlook, a popular destination in the park — and gathering point for Topography guests.

Photo by Tom Jones
Thank You
Listed on the following pages are the individuals, organizations, corporations, and foundations who made gifts during the Conservancy’s Fiscal Year 2014 (9/1/2013 - 8/31/2014). Our thanks to all of our donors who make possible the many and varied programs, projects, and services highlighted in this report.

LEGACY SOCIETY
We thank the following individuals who have remembered the Conservancy through a bequest or other planned gift:
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Cleveland Clinic
Cohen & Company
The Community Foundation of Lorain County
Chris & Sara Connor
Deborah Cook
Ray & Jan Dalton
Ray & Jan Dalton Foundation
Darden Restaurants, Inc.
Davey Tree
John & Cyndee Debo
Dominion Foundation
Fairmount Santrol
FirstEnergy Foundation
Forest City Enterprises
ForteTec Medical
GAR Foundation
Thomas Green & Manju Gupta
Marie & Chuck Grossman
Mike & Marti Hardy
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Heidelberg Distributing Company
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Juliana Juzefoficz
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George & Sue Klein
Cynthia Knight
Kehrmann Jackson & Krantz PLL
Diana L. Kunce & Buzz Brown
Lehner Family Foundation
Litigation Management, Inc.
Thom & Lisa Mandel
Marcus Thomas LLC
Stephan & Sonja Metzler
Chuck & Kay Miskar
Dan & Margo Moore
Morgan Freeport Inc
Jim Nash & Joanne Kim
National Park Foundation
National Parks Conservation Association
Phil & Claire Navratil
Norson Corporation Foundation
Morton & Iris November
Phylis & Debra Ann November
Children’s Fund
Ohio & Erie Canalway
Rory & Dede O’Neil
M.G. O’Neil Foundation
Parker Hannifin Foundation
Pease & Associates
Doug & Noreen Powers
Michelle Primm
Laura & Dave Pulliam
Angie & Mickey Remen
Betty Rider & Mike Sherman
Elizabeth Ring Mather & William Swinn Mather Foundation
The Fred E. Scholl Charitable Foundation
Ben & Riddell Scott
The Shaker Lakes Garden Club
The Sherwin-Williams Company
The Sister McFawn Foundation
The Sisters of Charity Foundation of Cleveland
The Kelvin & Eleanor Smith Foundation
James & Diana Snider
Terry & Dianne Squire
Bill & Trish Steere
Summa Health System
Swagelok Manufacturing Company
The Helen Thone Family Foundation
The Jean Thomas Lambert Foundation
United Airlines Foundation
Mary Jo Veverka
Veverka Family Foundation
April & Charlie Walton
Western Reserve Racing
John & Margie Wheeler

GREAT BLUE HERON $2,500-4,999
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Akron Garden Club
Audio-Technica U.S., Inc
Peter & Heidi Augustin
Mindy Badevic

Joseph & Michelle Blanda
Ellen & Steve Botnick
Buckingham Doolittle & Burroughs
Kenneth L. Calhoun Charitable Trust
Pamela A. Carson
John & Bonnie Cavender
John & Mary Kay Chlebina
Ruth Swettland Eppig
ERM Group Foundation, Inc.
Firstmerit Bank / Akron
Rita Frantz
Guy & Catherine Gadamski
Great Lakes Biomimicry
Elizabeth & Mark Hamlin
Howard & O’Brien Executive Search
Greg & Lori Kall
Jack & Kristie Kehl
Gerry & Peg Kuechle
Kathy Leavenworth
Joseph & Cheryl Levanduski
Roger & Sue L’Hommedieu
Littel Mendelson, P.C.
Lodi Community Hospital - Akron
General Health System
The Lubrizol Foundation
Anthony Manna
Mardi Gras Fund
Rick McMechan
McMechan Construction
Joff & Cindy Miller
Morgan Stanley
Stephen Morris & Amanda Ford

Left: Topography guests at the Ledges Overlook. Photo by Doug Charnock
Middle: Elevation guests taking a break after their hike. Photo by Brian Hunsaker
Right: Marti & Mike Hardy, Jim Nash & Joanne Kim. Photo by NPS Ted Toth
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Janet Morton
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John & Ellen Perdue
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Dave & Sue Puffer
Nancy Ruyman
RPM International Inc.
Liz & Blair Scott
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Jerry Welty
The Welty Family Foundation
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Arthur Brooks
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Michael Busta
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Michael Byun
Ken & Diane Campbell
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Chilepita Capital Management LLC
Henry V. & Frances W. Christenson Foundation
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Margi Daley
Tina Darcy
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ExxonMobil
The Fedeli Group
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Fleet Feet Sports - Cleveland
Cynthia Flynn Capers
The Garden Club of Cleveland
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Go-Jo Industries
Bill Grady
Clark Harvey & Holly Salvaggi
Ross & Viki Henschen
Pat & Pitter Holland
Ben Hrudya
Hudson Garden Club
Jeff & Suzanne Hyde
IBM Employee Services Center
Illinois Tool Works Foundation
Nora Jacobs & George Smider
James & Marilyn Jarrels
Glen Jenkins
Jo-Ann Furniture & Craft Stores
Jones Day
David & Kathy Keller
Craig Keenel
Bryan & Susan Kimkami
Mary Anne & Gary Klaasen
Bill & Julie Kodatzy
Frank & Pamela Kokomoor
David Kopkas
Michael & Jan Kosmyna
Steve & Cathy Leuenberger
Philip & Pat Libassi
Riley & Barbara Locheidge
Dr. Larry & Mary Lehman
Jeremy & Roxanne Long
The Lubrizol Corporation
Daniel Luciano
C. Richard & Elizabeth Lynham
James Lynn
Christine Marsick & Robert Tomka
Kath & Maria Marsteller
Janet Mattacchi & Pamela Tillotson
Jennifer McMahon & Toby Oster
Ruth & Thomas Meadows
Sandra Morgan
James & Ann Negrelli
Sean & Nancy O’Connor
Old Trail School
OMNOVA Solutions Foundation
John D. Papp
James & Kate Petras
Portage Trail Group of the Sierra Club
Fred Pratt
Prospect Mold & Die Company
Yolanda Rauscher
Roger & Judy Read
William & Jennifer Rosenberg
Rubber City Radio Group
Daniel & Anne Rudolph
Stacy & Mark Rusher
Laura Rusink
Michael Russell
Dan & Kathy Schmidt
Mary Jane & John Schromp
John & Barbara Schubert
Sandy & Richy Smith
Lloyd & Louise K. Smith Memorial Foundation
Fred & Elizabeth Specter
Steere Enterprises
Gary Snoum & Marilyn Sheu-Shonon
Tom & Sue Strauss
Bill & Julie Strickland
Patrick & Shirley Tchou
Thirsty Dog Brewing Company
Tri-Vantage, LLC
Tom & Diane Tyrell
Ed & Libby Upton
Robert & Marty Vagi
John & Vona Gardner
Steve & Connie Wait
Dave Walkowski
Shari & Jeff Weeden
Paul & Nancy Welter
Charles & Lucy Welser
The Western Reserve Historical Society
Dick & Jane Whitehead
Dickson & Ann Whitney
Patti Williams & David Ublig
Bruce & Mary Helen Wright
Sylvia & John Yankey
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EASTERN HEMLOCKS
Virginia Kendall Area

Eastern hemlocks are one of the only native coniferous trees in northeast Ohio. They grow on cool, rocky slopes—such as the microclimate provided by the Ritchie Ledges—and serve as a foundation species for entire ecosystems, affecting soil chemistry, plant life, and stream structure. They also act as cozy homes for small mammals and birds. Eastern hemlocks frequently live for over 250 years or, in rare cases, over 800 years.